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Abstract. This paper discusses the use of deep autoencoder networks to find a 
compressed representation of an image, which can be used for visual naviga-
tion. Images reconstructed from the compressed representation are tested to see 
if they retain enough information to be used as a visual compass (in which an 
image is matched with another to recall a bearing/movement direction) as this 
ability is at the heart of a visual route navigation algorithm. We show that both 
reconstructed images and compressed representations from different layers of 
the autoencoder can be used in this way, suggesting that a compact image code 
is sufficient for visual navigation and that deep networks hold promise for find-
ing optimal visual encodings for this task.  
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1 Introduction 
Navigation is an important ability for both natural and artificial agents [1]. When 
looking to nature for inspiration, engineers have turned to ants and bees as they use 
vision to navigate long distances through complex natural habitats despite limited 
neural and sensory resources [2-5]. They achieve this task by using retinotopic image-
matching methods, which has inspired a range of bio-inspired algorithms (Ants: [6-8]; 
Bees: [3]; Review: [9]). We have previously shown that panoramic images can be 
used for navigation in desert ant-inspired algorithms even if images are low-resolution 
[10], processed through coarse visual filters modelled on parts of the drosophila visual 
system [11], or processed so that only the height of objects against the skyline is used 
[12]. This work not only demonstrates the robustness of using low-resolution images 
for navigation but also that they can be better than high-resolution images [10]. How-
ever, while we know that desert ants have low-resolution vision, we do not know how 
they encode images so that they are best-suited for navigation, nor do we know what 
visual encodings would be optimal for a navigating agent. In this paper, we investi-
gate this question by examining the compressed visual encodings that arise from deep 
autoencoder networks trained on natural images. As autoencoders automatically de-
rive low dimensional representations of the underlying data in an unsupervised man-
ner, they are a relatively assumption-free methodology with which to investigate op-
timal visual encodings while also shedding light on insect visual systems. 
 
The opportunity to use these methods arises because desert ant foragers are task spe-
cialists whose sole goal is to visually navigate between nest and food. We can there-
fore assume that their visual system has been honed by evolution for this task. Thus, 
we can use AI methodologies as statistical engines to investigate the optimal encod-
ings for navigating with image matching. One such method is to use an autoencoder. 
Autoencoders are neural networks which are trained to reconstruct their input at the 
output and have a single hidden layer, usually much smaller in size than the input and 
output layers, which forces the network to learn a compressed representation of the 
input. Because these encodings represent statistical regularities from the visual world, 
they can be used to explore the visual computations that evolution might also have 
discovered allowing us to hypothesise about how an insect’s visual pathway might 
process images. 
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Fig. 1. Unwrapped panoramic image collected from route on University of Sussex campus. 
First image is colour with dimensions of 360 x 90 pixels, as extracted from video. Second im-
age is scaled monochrome with dimensions of 180 x 45 pixels, as used in all experiments. 
Specifically, here we use deep autoencoder networks trained with images gathered by 
a robot equipped with a panoramic video camera navigating through a wooded envi-
ronment. A deep autoencoder is an autoencoder with more than one hidden layer, 
which is particularly useful for this kind of task, as previous work has shown that 
different layers of the networks extract task-relevant features at different levels of 
abstraction [13]. As our task is navigation, we examine the encodings produced by 
different layers of an autoencoder network, to assess how well their output can be 
used to regain a bearing from a memorised image. This simple verification shows that 
the information needed for visual route navigation is retained in the encoding as this 
ability lies at the heart of our route navigation algorithms [7]. As a corollary, we can 
also examine if there is a compact encoding suited to robotic route navigation with 
our algorithm. While this work will thus aid robotic navigation, more importantly, it 
is a first step towards using deep learning to understand insect visual encodings. 
2 Methods 
2.1 Panoramic images 
The images used in this experiment are collected from a Unibot robot built by Crea-
tive Robotics Ltd (http://www.creative-robotics.com/?q=unibot) using a Kodak Pix-
pro SP360 panoramic camera fixed to the top of the robot. Video footage was record-
ed as the robot was driven along two different routes through wooded land on the 
University of Sussex campus at Falmer (sample video can be seen at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9fkPABQOhg). The video is unwrapped using 
the Pixpro SP360 desktop software so that the entire panorama is seen as a wide strip, 
where the forward direction of travel is always in the centre of the image and the far 
left and right edges are the view behind the robot. Individual frames are then extracted 
from the video footage which was recorded at 30 frames per second. The ffmpeg li-
brary is used with the default bicubic scaling algorithm to extract each frame and 
scale the output images to 180 x 45 pixels in monochrome, to reduce the complexity 
of the input to the network. Sample images can be seen in Fig. 1 
2.2 Assessing navigational information via the image difference function 
(IDF) 
In our route navigation algorithms, we compare the current perceived view with re-
membered views with the objective of choosing the best direction to move next. Thus, 
to be useful for familiarity-based route navigation, images must be processed in such 
a way that we can reliably find the heading at which the current image best matches a 
stored view. A method which can assess whether processed images retain this proper-
ty, and which is agnostic of the details of the route navigation algorithm, is the rota-
tional image difference function (RIDF) [14]. The RIDF is based on the image differ-
ence function (IDF) a pixel-wise difference between two images X and Y defined as: 
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where X(i,j) is the pixel in the i'th row and j’th column of image X and P is the num-
ber of pixels. The more similar the two images, the lower the IDF value will be. Here 
we are using the absolute pixel difference instead of the r.m.s. pixel difference origi-
nally used in [14]. 
 
In the above, X and Y are assumed to be aligned to a common heading. To get the 
RIDF, we rotate one of the images through 360o and find the minimum IDF value 
across all rotations. In this way we find the heading at which the current image best-
matches the remembered view. If the images are sufficiently near each other and the 
encoding has persevered navigationally useful information, the best-matching heading 
of the current image will be similar to the heading of the remembered image and the 
RIDF has a characteristic V-shape around this minimum value [14,15,12]. To assess 
whether sufficient retinotopic information is retained in images encoded by deep net-
works, we thus compare images with rotated versions of themselves as the presence 
of the characteristic V is indicative of the presence of homing information.  
2.3 Deep autoencoder networks 
Autoencoder networks are a general class of network which try to produce as output a 
reconstruction of their input and are often used for dimensionality reduction by pass-
ing the input through a hidden layer which has a lower dimension than the in-
put/output layers. Deep neural networks, which are defined as having more than one 
hidden layer, are suitable for use with the autoencoder technique as their multi-
layered structure allows features of increasing complexity to be learned at different 
layers. Equally the autoencoder is suited to the deep network structure – which re-
quires a great deal of training data – as the training data in this case is self-labelled as 
the autoencoder is trained to minimise the difference between the output and input.  
Such deep autoencoder networks (Fig. 2) can thus be used to identify features of da-
tasets with high-dimensionality, such that the data can be represented in a compressed 
form as low-dimensional codes [16,17].  
 
The autoencoder is formed of two distinct parts, an encoder which transforms the 
high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional code, and a decoder which reconstructs 
the original data from the code (Fig. 2). The code layer, which connects the encoder 
and decoder, has fewer features than the input creating a bottleneck. This forces the 
encoder to find a compact representation of the input data that the decoder can use to 
reconstruct the original input as accurately as possible. Here we use a fully connected 
autoencoder with an input image size of 180x45 pixels. The image is converted into a 
one-dimensional array, giving 8100 features at the input layer. The encoder has 5 
hidden layers of decreasing size (4096, 2048, 512, 128, 64) with the decoder having 
the inverse. The layer sizes were chosen arbitrarily to reduce the network to 64 fea-
tures at the narrowest layer. Networks were constructed and trained in the Tensorflow 
software (https://www.tensorflow.org/) using mini-batch gradient descent with an 
initial learning rate of 0.001 and the Adam optimiser [18] to speed up convergence 
and reduce overfitting.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Structure of a deep autoencoder network with fully connected hidden layers. The struc-
ture of the decoder is a mirror image of the encoder and each pair of equivalent layers share the 
same weights. An original image X is given as input and the network is trained to reconstruct X 
as Xʹ at the output layer. The narrow code layer at the centre forces the network to create a 
lower-dimensional encoding Z of X, from which it is able to reconstruct X’. 
 
The dataset contained 2707 images in a randomised order. The images were normal-
ised and the first 100 were set aside for testing; the rest of the images formed the 
training data. The network was trained using mini-batches of 100 images for a total of 
10 epochs, where an epoch is a full pass through all of the images in the training set. 
At intervals during training the network is presented with the test set of images. For 
each test image the output from the network is saved as the reconstructed image. The 
network does not learn during the test phase, so the test images are new to the net-
work each time and are not contained in the training set. 
3 Results 
 
Fig. 3. Rotational image difference function (RIDF) plots showing A. original image vs origi-
nal image, B. reconstructed image vs reconstructed image, C. original image vs reconstructed 
image. Data are shown for five test images, with images compared to the same image at all 
possible rotations. Left column shows individual RIDFs for each image. Right column shows 
mean with standard deviation error bars. 
In order to see if navigationally useful information is retained once an image is passed 
through the autoencoder, we use the RIDF metric to see if reconstructed images can 
be used to regain a heading. To do this, we take 5 new images, which are separate 
from the training and test images, and look at the RIDFs that are produced when these 
images are compared with rotated versions of themselves. This simulates rotation of 
the direction that a robot is facing, as if it were turning on the spot through 360o, to 
find the best-matching heading to its memory. 
 
As a control condition, we first examine RIDFs from raw images. As can be seen in 
Fig. 3A, the pixel difference is lowest at the centre where there is no rotation, and 
increases rapidly as the current viewing direction is rotated away from its original 
orientation. This results in a characteristic V shape, indicating the image can be used 
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to recover heading information from nearby positions. There is some variability in the 
widths of the V, which to some extent reflects the area over which the image can be 
used to regain a heading (broader V is indicative of a wider region). More important-
ly, the V is relatively smooth, especially towards the centre, which is good as the 
presence of multiple, deep, minima indicate there may be a problem with visual alias-
ing (that is, one location being confused with another).  
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Fig. 4. Input and output images from the autoencoder. A. Original images supplied as test input 
to the network B. Reconstructed images from output of the deep autoencoder 
We next compare the images that have been reconstructed by the autoencoder with 
themselves to see whether navigationally useful information has been retained (Fig. 
3B). This is indeed the case and the RIDFs are very similar to those for the raw imag-
es and if anything, perhaps a little more consistent near the true heading. This bodes 
well for using such an autoencoder as the visual front-end of a robot. Further, if we 
compare the raw images with the reconstructed images, while as expected the mini-
mum value is not zero, the correct heading is achieved, the RIDF shapes look very 
similar to the other two cases (Fig. 3C). This indicates that similar information is 
retained by the encoded network as is in the raw image. The implications are that an 
agent’s perceptual system and memory system can work with different encodings, 
perhaps with perceptual input being minimally processed and memories being pro-
cessed to a higher degree. 
  
 
Fig. 5. Rotational image difference function (RIDF) plots derived from the outputs of the three 
smallest layers of the autoencoder network: A. layer 3, 512 neurons; B. layer 4, 128 neurons; 
C. layer 5, 64 neurons. Data are shown for five test images, with outputs compared to outputs 
for the same image at all possible rotations. Left column shows individual RIDFs for each 
image. Right column shows mean with standard deviation error bars. 
The reason for this can be seen if we compare the images and output after training 
(Fig. 4). Much of the high spatial frequency content is removed, leaving what looks 
like a low-resolution image. This is interesting as it was recently shown in simulation 
that navigation could be better with images whose resolution is on the order of de-
grees, similar to the ant’s eye, than with high-resolution images [10]. It is thus per-
haps no surprise that navigation is achievable with the reconstructed images, though 
the fact that one can use the raw image as a comparator further suggests that high 
spatial frequency information is somewhat redundant for this task. 
 
While we have shown that the reconstructed images can be used for navigation, and 
thus that the compression in the central layers does not remove this information, the 
reconstructed images are of the same dimension as the originals. Using them instead 
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of the originals does not therefore present a saving in terms of either memory (which 
scales with N, the number of pixels) or the computation needed to derive a heading 
from them (which scales roughly as N2 depending on the method used). We next 
therefore assess the RIDFs which results from the three smallest layers of the encoder 
network, the 3rd 4th and 5th layers which have 512, 128 and 64 units respectively. 
These are show in Fig 5 A, B and C respectively. 
 
Despite the over 10-fold reduction in dimension, the RIDFs remain and have smooth 
Vs around the correct heading (Fig. 5) even for the smallest layer (Fig. 5C). The 
RIDFs contain more spurious optima in headings away from the correct one than the 
reconstructed images (compare individual RIDFs, left column, in Fig. 5 at azimuths 
over 90 degrees from the centre with Fig. 3A,B, left column), suggesting visual alias-
ing could be a greater problem. However, the width of the Vs is if anything slightly 
greater than the reconstructed images. This is curious as the trend within the layers is 
for a slightly greater width for layer 3 (Fig. 5A) than 4 or 5 (Fig. 5B,C, respectively) 
perhaps suggesting there is an optimal size for image compression between raw and 
very low-resolution, again echoing [10].  
4 Conclusion 
In summary, we have shown that we can use a deep autoencoder to derive a com-
pressed representation of natural images that preserves the information required to 
derive a heading. Further, the information persists at different levels of abstraction 
within the network and does not require the decoder part of the network. This work 
thus has implications for robotic navigation as well as understanding the insect visual 
pathway.  
 
In terms of robotics, this work has implications for the visual processing that could be 
performed in our route navigation algorithms. our route navigation algorithm pro-
ceeds by training a neural network to encode a route [19] either by training a classifier 
to classify if an image is part of a route or not [20], or by learning the familiarity of 
the training images [7,21]. Currently, aside from lowering the resolution and basic 
image normalization, we do not pre-process the images. This work suggests that if we 
pre-trained a deep autoencoder, we could use the initial layers to provide a compact 
representation of the images. We could then train these compact representations on-
line to learn specific routes, which would result in much more efficient networks with 
encodings tuned to regularities in the natural habitat.  
 
Turning to the implications for biology, at this stage, more analysis needs to be done 
to assess what features of the images are being encoded by the networks and whether 
these features could be plausibly extracted in the different layers of processing in the 
insect visual pathway. For instance, as the network is fully connected, the central 
layer encodings, which appear at least sufficient for homing, could be combining 
information from across the visual field. This hints at intriguing parallels with the 
wide-field integration which occurs after the initial two or three stages of visual pro-
cessing in insect visual pathway, which will be borne out or disproved by analysis of 
the connectivity. In addition, due to the rather parallel nature of the first stage of visu-
al pathways, we will additionally examine convolutional networks to assess what 
filters are learned as preliminary work produces similar results to the fully connected 
network presented here.  
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